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In 2015, ZINECDA was part of the few organizations represented during the
conversations to establish what is now the Africa Early Childhood Network
(AfECN) that is based in Nairobi, Kenya
In 2019, ZINECDA and key partners within the Education sector such as the
Education Coalition of Zimbabwe (ECOZI) successfully worked with
Parliamentarians and the Ministry of Education on the amendment to the
Education Act .
In 2020, ZINECDA assumed the role of regional lead in the Transnational
advocacy project (TRANAC) that is being implemented in Malawi, Lesotho, and
Malawi. This coming as a testament of our ability to forge relationships, work
across countries, our multisectoral approach and importantly in the best interest
of the child. 
In 2021, ZINECDA along with Malawi and Lesotho began conversations on
establishing a sub-regional network for early childhood development. The
Southern Africa Network for Early Childhood Development (SANECD) has become
the home for national ECD networks in the SADC region wherein they discuss
ECD policy and advocacy matters in-context. 

ZINECDA in 2022 is celebrating 10 years of championing policy advocacy and
networking in Early Childhood Development in Zimbabwe. Our theme for the year is
ZINECDA @10: Celebrating a decade of Networking and Championing Early
Childhood Development. As we celebrate this year, it is helpful to reflect on some
significant milestones that have occurred over the years. ZINECDA has successfully
mobilized early childhood development serving organizations and stakeholders who
have continued to work hard to meet the holistic nature of the ECD sector in
Zimbabwe.

These are just but a few milestones that come to mind quickly when reflecting on this
10-year journey. Indeed, the road has been one less travelled, but the joy has been the
successful programs for young children that are being implemented in Zimbabwe and
in the SADC region because of ZINECDA’s pioneering activities. 

All this work has been largely due to dedication, teamwork, partnerships, and
solidarity by all early childhood development stakeholders in Zimbabwe, Africa, and
our global partners. Here is to the next 10 years of working to build strong foundations
for lifelong learning for our children in Zimbabwe.

Enjoy reading the content of this ZimECDVoice issue 6.

WELCOME FROM THE PUBLISHER 

P A T R I C K  M A K O K O R O  ( P h D )
Publisher ECD VOICE Twitter: @PatrickMakokoro
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ZINECDA’s implementation of the Transnational Networks Advocacy Capacity

Strengthened for Improved ECDE legislation, Policies and Measures in Southern Africa

(TRANAC)   managed to forge alliances with ECD networks. Our partnership with the

Network for Early Childhood Development of Lesotho (NECDoL) and the Early

Childhood Development Network for Malawi (ECDC Malawi) has thus far been

producing great results. We have also partnered with ECD networks in Eswatini,

Zambia and Mozambique to advance the attainment of SDG 4.2 by 2030. The

TRANAC consortium members engaged with policymakers who are members of their

country specific education parliamentary committees. The Parliamentary Portfolio

Committees have committed themselves to increasing their education budget vote to

the recommended threshold of 20 percent of the national budget as per the Dakar

Declaration of (2000) [i]. The consortium is also advocating for legislators to lobby

relevant Ministries in their respective countries to increase the ECDE budget

allocation from 2 percent to 5 percent as well as the development of the SADC

ECDE instrument.

ZINECDA in this issue, shares with you the reader, a 13-minute educational

documentary on the School Readiness Initiative. You can access it through School

Readiness Initiative Documentary - YouTube. The documentary demonstrates the

power of collaborative and multi-sectoral approaches in developing and supporting

ECD for the holistic development of young children.

ZINECDA developed and participated in School Readiness Conversations on ZBC-TV

discussing topical matters in relation to ECD policy, calling for increased investment

towards ECD, calling for prioritization of facilities and resources for special needs

education. 

As we reflect on 10 years of Championing Early Childhood Development networking

and policy advocacy, ZINECDA is proud of the collaboration and partnerships with

media houses in Zimbabwe in raising awareness of the importance of investing in

ECD.

Visit our ZINECDA Facebook and YouTube pages for some of the footage of media

events held throughout 2021.

 Join us too, as we celebrate ZINECDA@10 #DecadeofChampioningECDnetworking

UPDATES FROM THE EDITOR

N A I S O N  B H U N H U
National Coordinator  ZINECDA

Twitter: @NaisonBhunhu
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yJm9fR_Yyk
https://www.facebook.com/ZINECDA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChGUyznFRf6vJlx8MMw7w9w


CLIMATE EDUCATION IS THE FOUNDATION FOR A GREENER FUTURE

The 26th United Nations Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP 26)
which took place in Glasgow from 31 October to 12 November 2021 resulted in the
TRANAC consortium agreeing that climate education is an investment for our
children’s future and our planet survival. 

From COP 26 resolutions, diplomats agreed to ramp up their carbon-cutting
commitments, ECDAN noted that the policymakers failed to acknowledge the
disproportionate burden that young children will suffer due to a changing climate.
ECDAN stated that global leaders must invest in the health, development, and
wellbeing of young children as the future custodians of our planet and wished that
for 2022, young children will finally be placed at the heart of climate change
discussions.

ZINECDA was featured in this Global Partnership for Education (GPE) Newsletter 
 stating  that investment in climate education from ECD helps societies build
resilience so as to adapt and respond to Climate Change. 

AFRICA EDUCATION AND LEARNING HUB FOR HORN, EAST AND SOUTHERN AFRICA
(HESA) REGION LAUNCHED

The Africa Education and Learning Hub, for the Horn, Eastern and Southern Africa
(HESA) acts as a knowledge platform for education and ECD stakeholders to
access and share information, innovations and best practices. This Knowledge Hub
was launched on the 15th of November in Tanzania during the Education Out Loud
(EOL) Project Review and Reflection Meeting.  The hub incorporates 23 partner
organisations of the GPE Education Out Loud grantees in Africa and is a rich
platform from which policy advocates, researchers, individuals and organisations
will learn from educational practices and policies implemented in Africa. The
Knowledge Hub will also provide seamless exchange of education sector ideas and
resources among partner organisations as well as foster the exchange of demand-
driven regional knowledge and build capacity of members to identify, use, share,
and mobilize evidence.  ZINECDA is proud to be hosting this platform, curating
information and ensuring that users have a great experience accessing
contextually relevant information. 

EVENTS
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https://ecdan.us15.list-manage.com/track/click?u=8103bc6125ed66e0964ae244d&id=a4f91731f3&e=0165f3168f
https://educationoutloud.org/how-climate-change-and-weather-are-threatening-education-zimbabwe
https://educationoutloud.org/how-climate-change-and-weather-are-threatening-education-zimbabwe
https://www.africaeducationhub.org/


As a share of the total budget, education spending is 12.8%, far less than the
recommended threshold of Dakar Declaration of 20%.
As a share of GDP, the 2022 education budget is equivalent to 2.4% which is
less than the 5.4% Education for All target. 
As a share of total MoPSE budget, Infant Education budget was reduced from
15% of total in 2021 to 14%. 

ROAD TO SADC

The TRANAC consortium and ECD networks from Mozambique and Eswatini
participated in a 5-day review, reflection and planning meeting dubbed ‘ECDE
Road to SADC from 7-10 December 2021. This meeting resulted in the consortium
trained on how to  engage with high level stakeholders like Ministers,
Parliamentarians and the SADC secretariat so as to advocate for the ECD agenda
at SADC level. The training in communication, advocacy and education diplomacy
provided capacity development and skills building for all that took part. 
 

ECD IN ZIMBABWE UPDATES
  
NATIONAL BUDGET 2022
The Government of Zimbabwe through the Minister of Finance and Economic
Development Professor Mthuli Ncube allocated ZWL$124. 070 billion (US
US$1,174,144,777.44 @105.6684:US1) to the Ministry of Primary and Secondary
Education equivalent.  The infant education programme, which caters for ECD was
allocated ZWL$17.96 billion (US$169,965,666.18) equivalent to 14% of the budget,
up from ZWL$8.2 b allocated in 2021. The share of capital budget under Infant
Education was reduced from 10% in 2021 to 6% in 2022. Goods and services
budget were reduced by half from 8% in 2021 to 4% 2022 while the majority went
to salaries. From the above budget pronouncements, ZINECDA and ECOZI
submitted an analysis advocacy report of the 2022 National Education Budget to
Parliament on the 6th of December. 

Attached below are some of the observations and recommendations made by the
report.

EVENTS
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_bEYQBzVyQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b0RJqTb9-tY
https://www.newsday.co.zw/2021/12/40-of-ecd-pupils-miss-school-due-to-long-distances/


As a share of total MoPSE budget, Infant Education budget was reduced from
15% of total in 2021 to 14%. 
Employment costs account for 79% of the Infant Education budget, leaving very
few resources for operations and infrastructure projects. 
Compared to 2021 budget, the per capita support for an Infants child has
increased from US$64 in 2021 to US$148.7 in 2022. The infant’s per capita
expenditure of US$64 compared to primary learners at US$163.40 and US$170
for secondary learners in 2021 (ZINECDA analysis based on 2019 EMIS). In
2022, per capita allocation for infants is at US$148.7, US$100,49 for Primary
and US$180.97 for secondary leaners (Using 2020 EMIS). 
ECD has the lowest number of qualified teachers (67.69 %), the highest
qualified teacher pupil ratio (1:59), lowest net enrolment rate (27.06%) and the
least budget allocation while 42.78% learners are not attending ECD (EMIS
2020 report).
Given the current challenges related to shortage of age-appropriate
infrastructure and the huge deficit in qualified and well-trained ECD teachers,
priority should also be given to infant education in allocation of resource.
ECD is lagging in many respects such as provision of classrooms, play centres,
learning equipment and other facilities, and teaching and learning materials,
there is need to take affirmative budget action on ECD within the Infants
programme with no less than 5% of the national education budget allocated to
it.

The submissions by ZINECDA and partners resulted in informed discussions in
parliament as shown by the attached link of Hansard NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
HANSARD 8 DECEMBER 2021 VOL 48 NO 18 - Parliament of Zimbabwe
(parlzim.gov.zw)

SOME LINKS TO POST BUDGET DISCUSSIONS 
At the 2022 National Education Budget post budget analysis, legislators, Ministry
of Primary and Secondary Education officials were oriented on budget tracking
and analysis to ensure budget policy linkages. The training capacitated
participants with skills and knowledge on how the budget is impacting the
education system and how it is not fully addressing the needs of learners in
Zimbabwe. Attached below are the links to the images and media coverage
related to the workshops aforementioned.
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https://parlzim.gov.zw/download/national-assembly-hansard-8-december-2021-vol-48-no-18/
https://fb.watch/a2wuChzOam/
https://www.newzimbabwe.com/sadc-neglects-pre-primary-education/
https://www.newsday.co.zw/2021/10/mps-lament-paltry-ecd-budget/
https://www.newzimbabwe.com/child-rights-groups-urge-mthuli-ncube-to-disburse-education-funds-on-time/


How to build a more equitable and inclusive education system that will

accelerate progress towards SDG 4 and SDG 4.2

Mobilize political will to address gaping inequalities in access and completion

of education, in line with SDG4 and SDG 4.2.

INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR EDUCATION 2022

The United Nations General Assembly (UNGA, 2018) on 3 December 2018

proclaimedproclaimed that 24 [i] January as the International Day of Education

should be commemorated on the 24th of January each year. According to

UNESCO’s (2021)1 [ii] statistics, 258 million children and youth still do not attend

school; 617 million children and adolescents cannot read and do basic math; less

than 40% of girls in sub-Saharan Africa complete lower secondary school and

some four million children and youth refugees are out of school. This year’s theme

“Changing Course, Transforming Education” stressed the fundamental right of

education to everyone as this helped to build a more sustainable, inclusive and

peaceful future. Therefore, ZINECDA in collaboration with ECOZI and partner

organisations commemorated this day by having a discussion at Heart and Soul

Television Station Facebook Live https://fb.watch/aO6QM-5nOC/   to   to

generate debate around strengthening the education system, increase financing

towards education and  steer the digital transformation on education in relation

to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The discussions generated debate on: 

Enhance public and private sector investment on ECDE so as to achieve the 20-25

percent threshold as stipulated by the Dakar Declaration.

[i] Background | International Day of Education | United Nations

[ii] International Day of Education - 2022 (unesco.org)
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ZINECDA in the
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?extid=CL-UNK-UNK-UNK-AN_GK0T-GK1C&ref=watch_permalink&v=1542464952821329
https://fb.watch/aO6QM-5nOC/
https://www.un.org/en/observances/education-day/background
https://en.unesco.org/commemorations/educationday/2022


REGIONAL PEEK

The National ECD of Lesotho (NECDOL) organised an outreach trip to the districts of

Mafeteng and Quthing for the media to assess the impact of the School Readiness

Project as well as engage with reception teachers, school principals,  teacher coaches

and  the National Teacher Trainers,  so as to hear from them what this project has meant

in their different work areas. 

The visit came as the pilot phase of the School Readiness Initiative (SRI) is heading to a

close, henceforth it was important to evaluate the success and share with the public

what had been accomplished and how they could continue to play a supporting role

going forward.

“The School Readiness initiative program has not only helped in developing and

empowering our teachers’ capacity but has also improved the school’s relationship with

parents” said one of the teachers from Matholeng Primary School in Mafeteng. 

“When I started working with young children, I did not know anything about children or

taking care of children, I just knew I had the love for children. Being part of the school

readiness initiative, and the lessons that are contained in the tablet, I now know that

children learn through play and it is during this play that we assess their growth and

development,” said the teacher at the Mopeli ECCD centre in Quthing.
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In addition to making use of the offline tablet of the Early Learning Kiosk with
applications such as Know How, Child Steps and Tool box, the 51 schools were also
encouraged to form learning groups with other ECCD centres and reception classes in
their areas to share knowledge and learn together through the 10 modules found in the
tablet. Grade 1 teachers were also encouraged to be part of these learning groups as
they are essential for the smooth transition of a child from pre-school to reception to
Grade 1. 



Members of the media were not only impressed by the successes but also understood the

challenges some schools were going through such as lack of resources, mountainous

terrain and high poverty levels which affect early learning of children. They indicated how

happy they were to have been part of this trip as it not only gave them a direct insight,

but that the experience will enrich their story telling on issues and successes of early

childhood development in Lesotho. 

One of the members of the media expressed their excitement at the impact the SRI will

have on early learning in Lesotho, especially as they are intending to have children and

hope their children can be beneficiaries of a more knowledgeable early learning

environment. 
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To improve ECD learning environment for 3500 children aged 4 to 6 years in
Matabeleland North (Lupane) by May 2019 (as we speak to date the number has
increased to more than 9000 learners ECD learners who have benefited from our
programs through the literacy and numeracy through this ECD intervention).
To increase attendance to 80% for children in 60 ECD in Matabeleland North (Lupane)
ECD centres by May 2019.
To increase awareness of school readiness among school authorities and teaching
staff in 60 ECDs in Matabeleland North (Lupane) by May 2019.

CHRISTIAN YOUTH VOLUNTEERS ASSOCIATION TRUST (CYVAT): OPERATIONAL
REGION: MATABELELAND REGION

Child Protection
CYVAT has been involved in child protection intervention through the protection of early
child development learners at community level. This is done through awareness on the right
to education and access to ECD services at community level, capacity development of
ECD caregivers and facilitators.

Goal
To improve service delivery in Early Childhood Development (ECD) for school readiness for
3500 children aged between 4-6 years in Matabeleland North and South Provinces by May
2019.

Objectives

Programmes
In 2018 CYVAT implemented a youth empowerment advocacy and governance project
that was funded by PACT through Youth Empowerment for Transformation Trust (YETT).
The project’s goal was to advocate and lobby for the girl child and female youth
engagement and active participation in community administration through empowerment
to basic education and governance. In 2015-19, the organization implemented an ECD
project that supported 60 schools with infrastructure development of ECD classroom
block. The organization supported 10 primary schools in Binga and 50 schools in Lupane.
The program was a consortium of four organization with Child Protection Society being
the lead partner. In 2007, CYVAT also implemented an infrastructure project at Somgolo
primary in Lupane funded by the Czech Republic Embassy. In 2016, the organization also
implemented a construction project for Nakapande secondary school with funding from
the Japan Embassy. This project was implemented in Binga district where two classroom
blocks, a three bedroomed teacher’s cottage, furniture for over 200 leaners and 10
teachers were bought for the school. A strong room was also built and secure to allow the
school to administer public examinations. 
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In the education sector, CYVAT has provided schools furniture and stationery that is
shipped by partners from Denmark, and this has assisted most schools with good furniture
and has helped learners during public examination, especially primary schools. Since 2012
CYVAT has been a member of Zimbabwe Network for Early Development Education
(ZINECDA). This is an umbrella network organization that has ten chapters in the country
that have organizations that subscribes to the organization. As CYVAT, we are chairing
the Mat North chapter and the CYVAT executive is a board member as well as programs
sub-committee chairperson for Zinecda. This gives CYVAT an opportunity to meet the
education parliamentary portfolio committee and the relevant ministry to discuss
education matters which relates to ECD. Most recent was the engagement of the budget
allocation with a lens on the ECD education allocation which is relatedly low considering
the multitude of gaps in the education sector with regards to ECD. We also attend
education working group meetings at district level and have also funded community
parental dialogues with the aim of advocating for education of the child especially at
ECD stage. Our campaign is to ensure that no child is left behind.

Currently CYVAT is feeding 7800 learners in Lupane from 31 primary schools. Through 
 partners, Engineers without Borders Denmark, CYVAT has supported four schools to
establish nutrition gardens that will supplement the current feeding program with very
nutritious vegetables. Schools were given various seeds to plant in the nutrition gardens.
The produce is for the leaners while the surplus is sold for income generation for the
school. The introduction of the nutrition gardens is to encourage the school and the
community to eat nutritious and healthy foods. If the schools produce beans, cabbages,
carrots for example, these will make a difference to the diet of learners, hence improve
their health status.

CYVAT also works with the Ministry of Health through the District Nutritionist Officer. Since
last year, it has been implementing a school feeding program funded by Barnabas Fund in
31 schools. This program is assisting with instant porridge which has worked wonders with
its nutritional value to learners. CYVAT is also a member of Nutrition Network of Zimbabwe
and is also in the Nutrition Community of Practice under Act Alliance. These are advocacy
and lobby networks that try to influence change in the sector of concern.

CYVAT has also managed to work with water and sanitation projects since 2016, during
the implementation of the ECD program, where some schools were assisted to construct
sanitation facilitates for ECD learners. We have managed to assist schools with drilling
and solarisation of boreholes (3 schools). Some of the schools had never had water for
over 56 years while teachers and pupils used to walk a couple of kilometres’ just to fetch
water while learners had to bring their own water. By drilling the boreholes, learners, and
teachers and to some extent, the community, are having access to portable and clean
water. Also, a girl friendly sanitation facility was constructed at one school to enable the
girl to feel not discriminated during nature calls. District Development Fund (DDF) is also
involved as a key stakeholder in the WASH component.
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The organization has since 2016 assisted schools with income generation activities as part
of food security and livelihoods for the learners. About 50 schools were trained and
assisted with start-up funds for income generation with focus to fundraise for ECD
learner’s facilitators and stationery for learners. Several schools were also assisted with
seed during the farming season to produce their own food for ECD leaners, which most
schools embraced so much in good farming season given the climatic conditions. In 2017
CYVAT in partnership with Engineers Without Borders Denmark invested in nutrition
gardens in 4 schools and since 2020 we established greenhouses which we envision if
well managed will provide supplementary food to the learners and the community at large
in the four schools.

CYVAT is also experienced in conservation agriculture with focus on resilience building for
communities and institutions like school.

FOLLOW THEIR WORK ON:
https://www.facebook.com/cyvat
https://www.cyvat.org.zw/#/
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ZINECDA Reading Corner

WE SHOULD ALL BE FEMINISTS: 

This is a book-length essay by Nigerian Author Chimamanda Ngozie Adichie which is a call

to action for all people in the world to undo the gender hierarchy. Adichie defines the word

feminism and explores what it means to be a woman in the 21st century. She questions the

use of the word feminist rather than being a believer in human rights characterised by

inclusion and awareness.

By clicking on the icon below, you will access the book. Happy reading!!!

https://ameforeignpolicy.files.wordpress.com/2018/02/we-should-all-be-feminists.pdf

https://ameforeignpolicy.files.wordpress.com/2018/02/we-should-all-be-feminists.pdf


ROAD TO SADC MEETING | 14-18 MARCH 2022
TRANAC grant recipients namely ECDC Malawi, ZINECDA and NECDOL and coalition
partners from Swaziland, Zambia and Mozambique will converge in Zimbabwe, Harare
from the 14th to the 18th of March to deliberate and find ways to put ECD on the SADC
agenda. The meeting which is a follow up to the virtual review, reflection and planning
meeting held in December last year will identify the best route towards the adoption of
ECDE as acritical component of education at SADC level and in regional policy spaces.
The forum will also be used to advocate for transparent and accountable governments to
improve the development and implementation of sustainable, equitable, inclusive and
gender responsive ECDE policies, legislation, and systems as well as improved ECDE
financing by governments, CSOs and donors. Emphasis will also be put on how to achieve
equitable quality education and lifelong learning for all, which are all basic tenets of SDG
4, SDG 4.2 and CESA 16-25.

NOTE FROM EDITOR:
As a way to promote discussion on ECD discourse, we want to hear from you and also
highlight your ECD related events such as meetings, conferences and other opportunities.
If you also have your favorite Book or Journal article that you want to share with ZINECDA
members and other stakeholders please feel free to contact us:

NAISON BHUNHU
ZINECDA NATIONAL COORDINATOR

Announcements
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zinecda@zinecda.org

www.zinecda.org

@ZINECDA

http://www.zinecda.org/

